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Abstract 

Consumer-electronic oriented multicore-based SoC designs have entered the automotive market 

for satisfying higher computing demands foreseen with future in-car applications. Hypervisor 

technologies offer the opportunity to consolidate existing and brand new SW stacks in a single 

platform and thereby preserves investments already made into a car's software base. Whilst this 

trend has targeted mainly HMI-related applications of the cockpit, the road to a completely 

centralized and non-closed computing infrastructure inside vehicles remains unclear. The use of 

commodity hardware and new feature-rich software-centric systems, possibly containing open 

source software appears to be more than challenging as the resulting SW-centric systems need to 

adhere to strict timing and safety-constraints on top of security constraints commonly 

accompanying open source based software stacks. 

        The talk discusses how we as an industry can cope with this revolution where multi-controller 

oriented compute infrastructures of vehicles are replaced by highly-capable SW centric computer 

systems. By looking at hardware virtualization and hypervisor techniques the talk builds a concrete 

example how the next generations of in-vehicle Electronic Control Units (ECU) could look like. 

Thereby, the talk discloses how massive multicores can be mastered inside future automobiles. 
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